לשנה
May you be inscribed

רוביה
and sealed for a happy

חתובה
and healthy new year

רחבתיו
New Year Greetings

A
Carol and Steve Aaron
Dawn and Todd Aaron,
  Morgan, Bennett, Amanda and Molly Aaron
Lori and Joel Alhadeff, Shawn, Jordan, Drew and Rory Klein,
  Caroline, Brad and Aiden Alhadeff, Reagan Alhadeff
  and Garret St. Louis
Mireille, Ira, Benjamin and Evan Allen
The Arbetter Family
Charis and Arnold Aronson and Family

B
Andrea and Jonathan Bard
Anita and Jeff Bayer
Amanda and Scott Beck
Janet and Jeffrey Beck
Shiva and Jarrod Beck
Rosalind and Mervyn Benjet
Michelle, Doug, Mason, Grant and Blake Berger
Elaine Betcher
Naomi Bloom and Family
Ellen, Ari, Dana and Zachary Bond
Robert Book and Marcy Helfand
Carol and Harry Breitbarth
Candy and Ike Brown

C
Allan, Sandra and Evan Cantor
Susan and Len Cedars
  L'Shanah Tovah Tikatevu V'tichatemu
to all of our old and new friends
The Chanons
  Anita, Todd, Courtney and Josh Katz, Max and Rachel
Sharon and David Chortek and Family
Shelly and Dennis Cobbel
Scott and Ann Cobert and Family
Rose and Dr. Brian Cohen
  Heartiest sweet and healthy New Year to all family
  and friends
Frances and Julius Coleman

D
Joey, Josh, Shayna, Ryan and Ivy Daniel
Shirley and Bill Davidoff
  Shana Tova to our Shearith Family!
Susan and Michael Davidoff

E
Susan, Bill and Greg Ehrlich
Fran and David Eisenberg

F
Janis and Byron Falk
Marian and Bob Feist
Rachel and Evan Fetter
Linda Fisch and Family
Lisa and Randy Fleisher
Diane and Mark Fleschler
Peter Fonberg
Doris and Sol Freed
Angela Horowitz French and Doug French and Family
Anita Friedman
Magie Furst

G
Cheryl and Paul Gardner
Marsha Gaswirth
Lisa and Jeff Genecov, Adam and Becca
Diane and Toby Gerber and Family
Beverly and Chuck Ginsburg
Frieda and Max Glauben
Berta Goetz and Family
Laurie and Dan Goetz and Family
Larry and Carol Goldberg and Family
Rita Goldberg and Family
Roslyn and Dr. Gordon I. Goldstein
Cindy and Alan Golman
Joyce and Wayne Goodowitz
Marlene Gorin

H
Janet and Sonny Hershman
Bess Hoffman and Family
Shirley and Marvin Hoffman
Ron and Miriam Honig
I
Nancy and Larry Immerman
   Emily, Stephen, Ellie and Cole Feldman
   Robin, Peter, Charlotte and Frankie Gruen

J
Jack, Elliott and Emma Jacobsen
   Errol and Esmé Jacobson
   Laurie and David Judson

K
Ann Kahn
   Sandy and Mark Kaman
   Marni, Joey, Elizabeth and Brian Kaner
   Nancy, Jay, Alexis, Baron and Lisa Ann Kanter-Smith and
      Theodore Joseph Kanter-Smith
   Phyllis Kaplan
   Marilyn and Aaron Kaufman and Family
   Marc Kelminson
   Lynne and Larry Kohn and Family
   Leslie and Larry Krasner
   Carol and Mark Kreditor
   Eileen and Aaron Kreisler
   Theresa and Jeffrey Kurz

L
Lana and Stan Latman
   Beverly and Bruce Laves
   Marsha Lev
   Sharon and Chuck Levin
   Brenda and Mike Levine
   Diane Lifshen
   Elaine and Michael Lowenkron

M
Tricia Michaelson
   Lynn Minsky

N
Meryl and Scott Nason and Family
   The Nathan Family - Bassim, Karen, Jonathan, Daniel,
      Todd and Taylor
      A happy, healthy and safe New Year to all
   Sandra and Al Newberg and Family

P
Mahra and Kevin Pailet and Family
   Wishing everyone a year of life’s sweetest blessings.
   Marilyn and Harrell Pailet and Family
   Elaine and Trevor Pearlman
   Dan and June, Karen and Alan Penkar
   Shana Tova U Metuka 5781 to our Shearith Family
   Leslie, Steven, Bayla and Coco Pidgeon
   Carol and Harold Pinker
   Hannah Kay and Harlan Pollock and Family
   Maxine and Martin Pomerantz
   Tami, Craig, Zach, Grant and Kyle Prengler
   Janice and Richard Pullman

R
Mitchell and Rita Rasansky and Family
   Sharon, Alex, Benjamin, Sam and Jimmy Ray
   Marc and Ann Richman and Family
   Melissa and Adam Ridzinski
   Terry and Bert Romberg
   Kimberly, Jon, Shane, Sterling and Stratton Ross
   Donna and Byron Rubin
   Dora and Cary Rudberg and Family
   Elaine and Morris Rutchik
Arlene and Alan Sandgarten
Susan and Joe Schackman
Ann and Larry Schiller
  Rachel, Ari, Sasha and Aaron Berman
  David Schiller and Fay Dunn
  Betty R. Kleiman
Lisa and Donald Schwarz
Kathi and Charles Silver
Arthur Skibell
Phyllis and Joseph Somer
  L’Shana Tova
Sandy, Michael, Jenna and Katie Somer
Alexis and Steven Spiritas and Family
Janice and Stan Statman
Laurie Steinberg
Harrian B. and Stephen Stern
Rachel, Grant, Gabrielle and Jacqueline Stock
Rabbi Ari, Jennifer, Jonah and Elana Sunshine
Laurie and Bob Sunshine

Jackie and Steve Waldman
Natalie, Michael, Charlie, Andrew and Katie Waldman
Joanie and Dr. Shelly Weinstein
Gail Fischl Weisblatt and Family
Cherie and Alan Weiss
Linda and Mike Wolfson

Hadassah and Alan Yuster

Amber, Mark and Zachary Zable
Vera and Norman Zable and Family
Paula and Henry Zeitman
Riki & Michael Zide
Ida Ann and Harold Zweig

Jill E. Tananbaum and Family
Roberta and D. Stephen Toback
Iris and Dennis Topletz and Family

Nanci, Eddie and Justin Utay

Lee and Leon Veeder
Sandra and David Veeder and Family
  Shana Tova

SISterhood wishes its members and the congregation a happy and healthy new year.
  L’Shana Tova!
למען בני

“For the sake of our children”
Carol and Steve Aaron
blessed by children
Todd Aaron
Dawn Aaron
Nicole Blue
Angela Horowitz French
Doug French
Erica Robins
Craig Robins
Clay Aaron
Tracy Aaron
grandchildren
Morgan Aaron
Bennett Aaron
Amanda Aaron
Taylor Blue
Sam Horowitz
Sydney Horowitz
Max Horowitz
Randal Robins
Blake Robins
Kate Robins
Reid Aaron
Davis Aaron

Andrea and Jonathan Bard
blessed by children
Jason Michael Bard
Aaron Mitchell Bard
parents
Penny Bard
Sharon and Marvin Miller
siblings
Shlomit and David Bard
Adina Cooper
Marla and Glen Davis
Allison and Sion Shellim
Matthew Miller
cousins
Jonah Zekeiel Bard
Ziv Benjamin Bard
On Jacob Bard
Zvi Cooper
Shiri Cooper
Or Cooper
Racheli Cooper-Weschler
Itai Weschler
Mikayla Bryn Davis
Jewelia Rose Davis
Jeremy Shellim
Nathan Shellim
Miriam Ella Be’er
Uriah Be’er
others
Melissa Green
Braeden Green Hirsch

Amanda and Scott Beck
blessed by children
Sadie Madalyn Beck
Libby Opal Beck
Judah Morison Beck
parents
Janet and Jeffrey Beck
Rita and Michael Leve
siblings
Shiva and Jarrod Beck
Michelle and Jamie Green
Meegan and Ben Ross

Dawn and Todd Aaron
blessed by children
Morgan S. Aaron
Amanda and Bennett H. Aaron
Molly R. Aaron
others
Taylor Blue
Sam Horowitz
Sydney Horowitz
Max Horowitz
Randal Robins
Blake Robins
Kate Robins
Reid Aaron
Davis Aaron
Carol and Steve Aaron
Barbara and Norman Schneidler
Rachel and David Alexander
blessed by children
Maya Alexander
Sam Alexander

Lori and Joel Alhadef
blessed by children
Shawn and Jordan Klein
Brad and Caroline Alhadef
Reagan Alhadef
grandchildren
Drew Allison Klein
Rory Isla Klein
Aiden Emmett Alhadef
others
Marsha Levine
Garret St. Louis

Fonda and Jay Arbetter
blessed by children
Stephanie Arbetter
Erica Arbetter

Jen and Jeffrey Beck
blessed by children
Amanda and Scott Beck
Shiva and Jarrod Beck
Michelle and Jamie Green
grandchildren
Sadie Madalyn Beck
Libby Opal Beck
Judah Morison Beck
Joshua Lawrence Beck
Jonathan Lenin Beck
Lillian Taylor Beck
Zane Lawson Green
Judd Mercer Green
Ellis Reuben Green
Mayer David Beck

Mireille and Ira Allen
blessed by children
Benjamin Allen
Evan Allen

Charis and Arnold Aronson
blessed by children
Robin and Fred Wexler
Michele and Scott Aronson
grandchildren
Justin Max Wexler
Abby Sage Wexler
Ashley Nicole Aronson
Avery Lauren Aronson
Aiden Isadore Aronson

Anita and Jeff Bayer
blessed by children
Rysse and Brian Goldfarb
Evon Schwarz
Alec and Michael Covey
Andrew Schwarz
Shanna and Priya Davar
grandchildren
Sam William Goldfarb
Josie Frances Goldfarb
Lila Brooke Goldfarb
Tessa Willow Covey
Levi Jordan Covey
Rhye Devin Davar
others
Susan and Robert Goldfarb
Robyn and Mickey Brown
Amelia Brown
Henry Brown
Michael Goldfarb
Barbara and Cary Bayer

Amanda and Scott Beck
blessed by sons
Jason Michael Bard
Aaron Mitchell Bard
parents
Penny Bard
Sharon and Marvin Miller
siblings
Shlomit and David Bard
Adina Cooper
Marla and Glen Davis
Allison and Sion Shellim
Matthew Miller
cousins
Jonah Zekeiel Bard
Ziv Benjamin Bard
On Jacob Bard
Zvi Cooper
Shiri Cooper
Or Cooper
Racheli Cooper-Weschler
Itai Weschler
Mikayla Bryn Davis
Jewelia Rose Davis
Jeremy Shellim
Nathan Shellim
Miriam Ella Be’er
Uriah Be’er
others
Melissa Green
Braeden Green Hirsch

Shiva and Jarrod Beck
blessed by sons
Joshua Beck
Jonathan Beck
Lillian “Lily” Beck
parents
Janet and Jeffrey Beck
Zarin and Marshall Delrahim
siblings
Victoria and Albert Ghiam
Vida Ghiam
Orna and David Delrahim
Sheila and Ben Moghaddam
Amanda and Scott Beck
Michelle and Jamie Green

Rachel and David Alexander
blessed by children
Maya Alexander
Sam Alexander

Fonda and Jay Arbetter
blessed by children
Stephanie Arbetter
Erica Arbetter

Charis and Arnold Aronson
blessed by children
Robin and Fred Wexler
Michele and Scott Aronson
grandchildren
Justin Max Wexler
Abby Sage Wexler
Ashley Nicole Aronson
Avery Lauren Aronson
Aiden Isadore Aronson

Gabriela Aviram
blessed by children
David and Daniel Aviram

Anita and Jeff Bayer
blessed by children
Rysse and Brian Goldfarb
Evon Schwarz
Alec and Michael Covey
Andrew Schwarz
Shanna and Priya Davar
grandchildren
Sam William Goldfarb
Josie Frances Goldfarb
Lila Brooke Goldfarb
Tessa Willow Covey
Levi Jordan Covey
Rhye Devin Davar
others
Susan and Robert Goldfarb
Robyn and Mickey Brown
Amelia Brown
Henry Brown
Michael Goldfarb
Barbara and Cary Bayer

Shiva and Jarrod Beck
blessed by sons
Joshua Beck
Jonathan Beck
Lillian “Lily” Beck
parents
Janet and Jeffrey Beck
Zarin and Marshall Delrahim
siblings
Victoria and Albert Ghiam
Vida Ghiam
Orna and David Delrahim
Sheila and Ben Moghaddam
Amanda and Scott Beck
Michelle and Jamie Green
Jenne and Marc Becker
blessed by grandchildren
Zackary Lee Cleveland
Ashley Nicole Cleveland
Dylan Blake Becker
Kyle Gavin Becker

Rosalind and Mervyn Benjet
blessed by
Brian Benjet
Kim Benjet
Joshua Benjet
Hannah Benjet
Bryce Benjet
Belle Benjet
Jeremy Benjet
Joseph Benjet

Michelle and Doug Berger
blessed by sons
Mason Jack Berger
Grant Reid Berger
Blake Kyle Berger
parents
Ellen and Morry Berger
Diane and Mark Flescher
siblings
Brittany and David Berger
Whitney and Jonathan Flescher
Lauren and Peter Hogan
nieces and nephews
Max Samuel Berger
Gabriella Annette Berger
Matthew James Flescher
grandparent
Charles Krovetz

Sharon Berman
blessed by
Jennifer Berman and Dave Bardfeld
Bergen and Michael Berman
father
Sol Cohen
friends
Shirley and Marvin Hoffman

Naomi Bloom
blessed by children
Lauryn and Jason Bloom
Evan T. Bloom
Staci L. Bloom and Dylan Passes
grandchildren
Hudson Bloom
Avery Bloom
Brayden Passes

Ellen and Ari Bond
blessed by children
Dana Bond
Zachary Bond

Carol and Harry Breitbarth
blessed by children
Ilene Breitbarth
Andrea and Steven Solka
grandchildren
Matthew Eric Solka
Drew Barrett Solka

Candy and Ike Brown
blessed by children
Jordan Brown
Amanda and Aaron Brown
Aila and Zach Brown
grandchildren
Nolan Caleb Brown
Marcus Ross Brown
Evelyn Austen Brown

Evelyn Cannon
blessed by children
Lesley Wolff
grandchildren
Laura Doores King
Michelle Wolff
great granddaughter
Sara King

Beth and Michael Brown
blessed by
Lauren and Gregg Kupor
Ethan David Kupor
Dylan Jackson Kupor
Seth Brown
Matthew Brown

Sandra and Allan Cantor
blessed by
Evan F. Cantor
Alyssa F. Cohen

Anita and Todd Chanon
blessed by children
Courtney Rose and Josh Katz
Max Robert Chanon
Rachel Jeannette Chanon
parents
Peter Fonberg
Pat Chanon
siblings
Beverly and Chuck Ginsburg
Mitchell Fonberg
Caren and Darrell Rosenthal
Greg Chanon
nieces and nephews
Jason Friedman
Ilona and Eric Friedman
Jaclyn and Alex Charap
Blake Fonberg
Jenna Fonberg
Jacci and Josh Prywes
Reid Chanon
Ryan Chanon
Megan Rosenthal
Brittany Rosenthal
Harrison Rosenthal
Coop Chanon
Caitlin Helfman
other
Tux R. Chanon
Stephanie Ross
Janet Katz

Jennifer and David Charney
blessed by
Benjamin Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
parents
Linda Charney
Norm and Jenny Charney
Ann and Marc Richman
siblings
Mollie and Robert Blankinship
Rick and Yana Charney
Alisa Richman
ADORABLE nephews
Ryan Blankinship
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney

Jennifer and David Charney
blessed by children
Benjamin Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
parents
Linda Charney
Norm and Jenny Charney
Ann and Marc Richman
siblings
Mollie and Robert Blankinship
Rick and Yana Charney
Alisa Richman
ADORABLE nephews
Ryan Blankinship
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney

Jenny and Norm Charney
blessed by children
David and Jennifer Charney
Ricky and Yana Charney
grandchildren
Ben Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney
Noah Picker
Lev Picker
Menachem Shlomo Gremont
Tanya Gremont
Necha Eden Gremont
Yisrael Meier Gremont

Linda Charney
blessed by
David and Jennifer Charney
Ricky and Yana Charney
grandchildren
Ben Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney

Sharon and David Chortek
blessed by children
Madelyn and Jared Eisenberg
Sam Chortek
grandson
Jack Holden Eisenberg

Shelley and Dennis Cobbels
blessed by
Amanda Cobbels
Seth and Rebecca Cobbels
Sutton Nora Cobbels

Andrea and Kipp Cohen
blessed by
Marlene Sobek

Jenny and Norm Charney
blessed by children
David and Jen Charney
Ricky and Yana Charney
Simone and Daniel Picker
Craig and Rivka Gremont
grandchildren
Ben Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney
Noah Picker
Lev Picker
Menachem Shlomo Gremont
Tanya Gremont
Necha Eden Gremont
Yisrael Meier Gremont

Linda Charney
blessed by
David and Jennifer Charney
Ricky and Yana Charney
grandchildren
Ben Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney

Sharon and David Chortek
blessed by children
Madelyn and Jared Eisenberg
Sam Chortek
grandson
Jack Holden Eisenberg

Shelley and Dennis Cobbels
blessed by
Amanda Cobbels
Seth and Rebecca Cobbels
Sutton Nora Cobbels

Andrea and Kipp Cohen
blessed by
Marlene Sobek

Evelyn Cannon
blessed by children
Lesley Wolff
grandchildren
Laura Doores King
Michelle Wolff
great granddaughter
Sara King

Jennifer and David Charney
blessed by children
Benjamin Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
parents
Linda Charney
Norm and Jenny Charney
Ann and Marc Richman
siblings
Mollie and Robert Blankinship
Rick and Yana Charney
Alisa Richman
ADORABLE nephews
Ryan Blankinship
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney

Jenny and Norm Charney
blessed by children
David and Jen Charney
Ricky and Yana Charney
Simone and Daniel Picker
Craig and Rivka Gremont
grandchildren
Ben Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney
Noah Picker
Lev Picker
Menachem Shlomo Gremont
Tanya Gremont
Necha Eden Gremont
Yisrael Meier Gremont

Linda Charney
blessed by
David and Jennifer Charney
Ricky and Yana Charney
grandchildren
Ben Charney
Joel Charney
Sophie Charney
Bevan Charney
Ethan Charney

Sharon and David Chortek
blessed by children
Madelyn and Jared Eisenberg
Sam Chortek
grandson
Jack Holden Eisenberg

Shelley and Dennis Cobbels
blessed by
Amanda Cobbels
Seth and Rebecca Cobbels
Sutton Nora Cobbels

Andrea and Kipp Cohen
blessed by
Marlene Sobek
Julius and Frances Coleman  
blessed by great grandchildren  
Allison  
Jessica  
Cameron  
Brody  
Finley  
Elia  
Colby  
Izzy  
Cole  
Charlie  
Jackson  
Hattie

Barbara and Michael Donsky  
blessed by children  
Alan Donsky  
Paul Donsky and Elizabeth Lenhard  
Andrea and Jeffrey Berkowitz  
Amy and Ryan Rostvold  
grandchildren  
Rachel Berkowitz  
Lindsey Berkowitz  
Mira Donsky  
Tali Donsky  
Nathaniel Rostvold  
Waverly Rostvold

Sylvia Epstein  
blessed by children  
Tina and Leonard Epstein  
Dia and Barry Epstein  
Stephanie and Jeff Epstein  
Lisa and Kevin Epstein  
grandchildren  
Benjamin Epstein  
Sarah Epstein and Brian Fromm  
Sam Epstein  
Daley Epstein  
Jori Epstein  
Jason Epstein  
Zachary Epstein  
Hana Epstein  
Kori Epstein  
Sabrina Epstein  
Jocelyn Epstein  
Shane Epstein  
great granddaughter  
Alyssa Maya Fromm

Tina and Mark Davidoff  
blessed by grandchildren  
Andrea and Brian Langus  
Jordan and Goldie Davidoff  
Millie Langus

Dena and David Fein  
blessed by children  
Josh Fein  
Zachary Fein

Joey and Josh Daniel  
blessed by children  
Shayna Rylie Daniel  
Ryan Olivia Daniel  
Ivy Janis Daniel

Susan and David Duitch  
blessed by children  
Adam Duitch  
Rachel and Jon Aronson  
grandson  
Jack Robert Aronson

Mariam and Bob Feist  
blessed by  
Jacob Feist  
Max Feist

Shirley and Bill Davidoff  
blessed by  
Eric, Kayla and Elliot Davidoff  
Jeremy and Tina Davidoff

Susan and Michael Davidoff  
blessed by children  
Rachel and Brian Ladin  
Lauren and Steven Davidoff  
Lauren and Bo Brownstein  
grandchildren  
Brent Ladin and Alex Ladin  
Natalie Davidoff, Ashley Davidoff  
and Haley Davidoff  
Brody Brownstein and  
Presley Brownstein  
others  
Marsha Gaswirth and Family  
Carol and Gary Cohen and Family  
Betsy and Todd Teitell and Family

Susan and Bill Ehrlich  
blessed by son  
Greg Ehrlich

Cynthia and Robert Feldman  
blessed by children  
Brittany and Joshua Feldman  
Matthew Feldman  
Dara Feldman

Susan and David Duitch  
blessed by children  
Adam Duitch  
Rachel and Jon Aronson  
grandson  
Jack Robert Aronson

Rachel and Evan Fetter  
blessed by children  
Bradley Brauman Fetter  
Max Morris Fetter  
Lindsey Sarah Fetter  
Annie Finley Fetter  
niece and nephews  
Mia Nicole Ridzinski  
Asher James Ridzinski  
Henry Edward Michaelson  
Andrew Simon Michaelson

Fran and David Eisenberg  
blessed by children  
Pamela and Richard Eisenberg  
Bonnie and Robert Boyle  
grandchildren  
Jeff and Melissa Eisenberg  
Chelsea and Andrew Naden  
Connor Boyle  
Addison Boyle

Janis and Byron Falk  
blessed by children  
Cindy Falk and Charles Rahm  
Debra and Mark Gojer  
Kristen and Andrew Falk  
grandchildren  
Kara Gojer  
Noah Falk  
Lauren Falk

Linda Fisch  
blessed by children  
Bernie Fisch  
Stephanie and Barry Grossman  
Sandra and Michael Somer  
grandchildren  
Bobby Grossman  
Benji Grossman  
Jenna Somer  
Katie Somer

Tina and Mark Davidoff  
blessed by  
Andrea and Brian Langus  
Jordan and Goldie Davidoff  
Millie Langus

Lisa and Randy Fleisher  
blessed by children  
Marlee and Jonah Fleisher  
parents  
Glory and Larry Fleisher  
other  
Our friends and family

Sylvia Epstein  
blessed by children  
Tina and Leonard Epstein  
Dia and Barry Epstein  
Stephanie and Jeff Epstein  
Lisa and Kevin Epstein  
grandchildren  
Benjamin Epstein  
Sarah Epstein and Brian Fromm  
Sam Epstein  
Daley Epstein  
Jori Epstein  
Jason Epstein  
Zachary Epstein  
Hana Epstein  
Kori Epstein  
Sabrina Epstein  
Jocelyn Epstein  
Shane Epstein  
great granddaughter  
Alyssa Maya Fromm

Lauren and Patrick Fabry  
blessed by sons  
Aaron Benjamin Fabry  
Caleb Matthew Fabry  
parents  
Lynne and Larry Kohn  
William Fabry

Mindy Fagin and Jeff Smirin  
blessed by children  
Ilana Gabrielle Smirin  
Adina Nicole Smirin

Janis and Byron Falk  
blessed by children  
Cindy Falk and Charles Rahm  
Debra and Mark Gojer  
Kristen and Andrew Falk  
grandchildren  
Kara Gojer  
Noah Falk  
Lauren Falk

Lisa and Randy Fleisher  
blessed by children  
Marlee and Jonah Fleisher  
parents  
Glory and Larry Fleisher  
other  
Our friends and family
Diane and Mark Fleschler
blessed by children
Michelle and Doug Berger
Whitney and Jonathan Fleschler
Lauren and Peter Hogan
grandchildren
Mason Berger
Grant Berger
Blake Berger
Matthew Fleschler
parent
Charles Krovetz
other
Our Family and Friends

Peter Fonberg
blessed by children
Anita and Todd Chanon
Mitchell Fonberg
Beverly and Chuck Ginsburg
grandchildren
Jason Friedman
Ilona and Eric Friedman
Jaclyn and Alex Charap
Courtney and Josh Katz
Max Chanon
Rachel Chanon
Blake Fonberg
Jenna Fonberg
other
Stephanie Ross

Angela Horowitz French and
Doug French
blessed by children
Sam Horowitz
Sydney Horowitz
Max Horowitz
others
Carol and Steve Aaron
Todd and Dawn Aaron
Nicole Blue
Erica and Craig Robins
Clay and Tracy Aaron
Morgan, Bennett, Amanda
and Molly Aaron
Taylor Blue
Randal, Blake and Kate Robins
Reid and Davis Aaron

Ety and Charles Friedman
blessed by children
Dr. Paul Friedman
Vicki Friedman
Gus Friedman
grandchildren
Lindsay and Jon Goldstein
Hannah Friedman
Maddy Friedman
great grandchild
Asher Elliott Goldstein

Anita Friedman
blessed by son
Aaron Friedman

Cheryl and Paul Gardner
blessed by children
Kim and Matt Schocket
Bertha and Kyle Gardner
grandchildren
Jack Schocket
Emily Schocket
Ella Gardner
Emerson Gardner
James Gardner
mother
Shirley Gardner

Shirley Gardner
blessed by children
Cheryl and Paul Gardner
Frannie and Robert Gardner
Shannon and Gary Gardner
Janelle and Larry Friedman
Vicki and Joel Sokolic
grandchildren
Kimberly and Matt Schocket
Bertha and Kyle Gardner
Lacy and Brent Gardner
Karis Gardner
Heather and Ryan Schamerloh
Brian Rutt
Jason Friedman-Taylor Friedman
Ilona and Eric Friedman
Jaclyn and Alex Charap
Lucy and Andrew Gardener
Jennifer and Michael Gardener
Jacylyn and Ben Austein
Cori and Cameron Sokolic
great grandchildren
Ava Schamerloh
Baer Schamerloh
Emily Schocket
Jack Schocket
Emerson Gardner
Ella Gardner
James Gardner
Austin Gardner
Conrad Gardener
Owen Austein
Zachery Austein
Mia Austein
Levi Gardner
Sloan Gardner
Greystone Gardner
Cole Gardner
Maverick Gardner

Doris and Sol Freed
blessed by children
William and Cheryl Freed
grandchildren
Tyler and Russell

Magie Furst
blessed by children
Richard Furst
Robin Furst
David Boden
grandchildren
Augie Furst
Manie and Shannon Furst
grand nephew
Eli Harrison

Marsha Gaswirth
blessed by children
Stacey Kaplan
Paul Kaplan
Dana Gaswirth
Brad Gaswirth
grandchildren
Hannah Gaswirth
Dylan Gaswirth
Garrett Gaswirth
Alex Schnitzer
Josh Schnitzer
Drew Kaplin
parents
Leon Bakst
Adelle Gaswirth
sister
Paulette Gaswirth

Dorothy Rogoff Gell
blessed by children
Eileen and Aaron Kreisler
Eve and Melvin Hoffman
grandchildren
Maxwell Harberg
Samantha Harberg
Jeffrey Harberg
Kacey Cohen
Ella Cohen
Olivia Cohen
Isaac Kreisler
Leah Kreisler
Noah Stern
Aidan Stern
Benjamin Stern
Sarah Stern
Lily Hoffman
Patrick Hoffman
Colin Hoffman
Gabrielle Hoffman
William Hoffman
Marin Hoffman
Liv Hoffman
Joyce and Wayne Goodowitz  
blessed by children  
Brian and Luciana Goodowitz  
Steve and Amy Levin  
grandchildren  
Maya Goodowitz  
Nico Goodowitz  
Stella Levin  
Sam Levin

Sylvia Greenberg  
blessed with love by children  
Marla and Howard Janco  
Steve and MaryBeth Greenberg  
Barry and Sandi Greenberg  
and her 11 grandchildren  
and 2 great grandchildren

Rebecca B. Greenblatt  
blessed by children  
Allan and Kay Nussbaum  
Mark and Lorin Nussbaum  
Shari and Stuart Markowitz  
Laurie Steinberg  
Dr. Andrew Martin  
grandchildren  
Jonathan and Jess Nussbaum  
Sarah Nussbaum and Ophir Ram  
Mick Nussbaum  
Jordan Nussbaum & Stephanie Taub  
Alexandra Frankel  
Joseph Markowitz  
Eli Chiam Markowitz  
Avi Steinberg  
Phillip “Bear” Steinberg

Stephanie and Barry Grossman  
blessed by children  
Bobby Grossman  
Benji Grossman

Marcy Helfand and Robert Book  
blessed by children  
Eric and Arwa Weisbrot  
Alexis and Jordan Scheer  
Ilicia Book and Matt Quinta  
Matthew Book  
grandchildren  
Hana and Ilyas Weisbrot  
Brad, Hunter and Maddox Scheer

Ruth Hendelman  
blessed by children  
Aaron Hendelman  
Christina Hendelman  
Erica Simon  
grandchildren  
Tess Hendelman  
Noah Hendelman  
Ella Hendelman  
Jonah Simon  
Owen Simon  
family and friends  
Arthur Skibell  
Esther Levine  
Lynn Levine  
Justin Aurbach

Janet and Sonny Hershman  
blessed by children  
Teri and Michael Hershman  
Susan and Steve Zetley  
Laurie and David Judson  
grandchildren  
Margot Hershman  
Jake Hershman  
Eric Hershman  
Corie Zetley  
Jennifer Zetley  
Julie Judson  
Scott Judson

Bess Hoffman  
blessed by children  
Shannon and Michael Hoffman  
Lori and Brad Quartucy  
grandchildren  
Jacob Adam Hoffman  
Daly Samantha Hoffman

Janet and Gary Kaner  
blessed by children  
Julie Kaner

Nancy and Larry Immerman  
blessed by children  
Emily and Stephen Feldman  
Robin and Peter Gruen  
grandchildren  
Ellie Claire Feldman  
Coe Joseph Feldman  
Charlotte Immerman Gruen  
Frankie Bernard Gruen

Cheryl and Stan Itzkowitz  
blessed by children  
Julie and David Levenstein  
Jennifer and Michael Robbins  
Alyson and Aaron Epstein  
grandchildren  
Binyamin, Elazar, Golda, Hadassa and Shai Robbins  
Micah, Dylan and Asher Epstein  
Zachary, Danielle and Gabrielle Levenstein

Vicki and Gene Itzkowitz  
blessed by children  
Marny and Cody Weaver  
Jonathan Itzkowitz  
grandson  
Mordecai Dean Weaver  
parent  
Viva Brenner

Jack Jacobsen  
blessed by children  
Elliott Reid and Emma Rose

Ron and Miriam Honig  
blessed by  
Nathan McCoy  
Matt Honig  
Dan and Oszel Honig  
Dylan Honig

Nancy and Larry Immerman  
blessed by children  
Emily and Stephen Feldman  
Robin and Peter Gruen  
grandchildren  
Ellie Claire Feldman  
Coe Joseph Feldman  
Charlotte Immerman Gruen  
Frankie Bernard Gruen

Sandy and Mark Kaman  
blessed by children  
Abby and Daniel Kaman  
Michelle and Adam Kaman  
grandchildren  
Leorah Natanya Kaman  
Arie Johnathan Kaman  
Shira Yael Kaman  
Oliver Walker Kaman  
Rivka Rose (Ricki) Kaman  
Luka Baker Kaman  
Shneur Zalman Kaman

Cheryl and Stan Itzkowitz  
blessed by children  
Julie and David Levenstein  
Jennifer and Michael Robbins  
Alyson and Aaron Epstein  
grandchildren  
Binyamin, Elazar, Golda, Hadassa and Shai Robbins  
Micah, Dylan and Asher Epstein  
Zachary, Danielle and Gabrielle Levenstein

Vicki and Gene Itzkowitz  
blessed by children  
Marny and Cody Weaver  
Jonathan Itzkowitz  
grandson  
Mordecai Dean Weaver  
parent  
Viva Brenner

Jack Jacobsen  
blessed by children  
Elliott Reid and Emma Rose

Errol and Esmé Jacobson  
blessed by children  
Loren & Moshe  
Marc  
Leon and Lissy  
grandchildren  
Gabriel  
Max

Sandy and Mark Kaman  
blessed by children  
Abby and Daniel Kaman  
Michelle and Adam Kaman  
grandchildren  
Leorah Natanya Kaman  
Arie Johnathan Kaman  
Shira Yael Kaman  
Oliver Walker Kaman  
Rivka Rose (Ricki) Kaman  
Luka Baker Kaman  
Shneur Zalman Kaman

Vicki and Gene Itzkowitz  
blessed by children  
Marny and Cody Weaver  
Jonathan Itzkowitz  
grandson  
Mordecai Dean Weaver  
parent  
Viva Brenner

Jack Jacobsen  
blessed by children  
Elliott Reid and Emma Rose

Errol and Esmé Jacobson  
blessed by children  
Loren & Moshe  
Marc  
Leon and Lissy  
grandchildren  
Gabriel  
Max

Ann Kahn  
blessed by children  
Andrea and Gary Cohen  
Jos and Charlotte Kahn  
grandchildren  
Maddie Cohen  
Wilder Cohen  
Eliott Kahn  
Jonah Kahn  
Kendall Kahn  
Dylan Kahn

Shirley and Marvin Hoffman  
blessed by children  
Julie and David Levenstein  
Jennifer and Michael Robbins  
Alyson and Aaron Epstein  
grandchildren  
Elli Claire Feldman  
Coe Joseph Feldman  
Charlotte Immerman Gruen  
Frankie Bernard Gruen

Marny and Joey Kaner  
blessed by children  
Elizabeth Kaner  
Brian Kaner

Marny and Joey Kaner  
blessed by children  
Elizabeth Kaner  
Brian Kaner

Nancy and Jay Kanter  
blessed by  
Alexis Bass Kanter  
Baron Bass Kanter  
Lisa Ann Kanter-Smith  
Theodore Joseph Kanter-Smith  
Ray David and Denise Kanter  
James Bass  
The Entire Pidgeon Family
Phyllis Kaplan  
blessed by children  
Gail Hope Kaplan  
Faith Ilene Kaplan  
Cheryl Joy Thompson  
grandson  
Zachary S. Thompson

Karen and Alan Katz  
blessed by son  
Alex Katz

Marilyn and Aaron Kaufman  
blessed by our wonderful children  
Michel Kaufman  
Julie and Yoni Kutler  
precious grandson  
Jesse Kutler

Marc Kelminson  
blessed by children  
Michael Kelminson  
Greg Kelminson  
Sophie Kranz Kelminson

Lynne and Larry Kohn  
blessed by children  
Melissa Kohn & Roberta Villaverde  
Lauren & Patrick Fabry  
grandchildren  
Vivienne Villaverde  
Aaron Fabry  
Caleb Fabry

Leslie and Larry Krasner  
blessed by children  
Loren Krasner  
Robin Krasner  
Matthew Krasner  
Genny Krasner  
grandchildren  
Benjamin Krasner  
Bess Ruth Krasner  
Levi Beryl Krasner  
others  
Janie Feldman  
Willard Plotkin  
Arlene Plotkin

Carol and Mark Kreditor  
blessed by  
Sarah Davis  
Ethan Davis  
Rose Kreditor  
Maya Davis  
Bobby Gibbs

Eileen and Aaron Kreisler  
blessed by children  
Eva and Stephen Kreisler  
Amy and Joe Harberg  
Barbi and Scott Cohen  
Hilary and Josh Stern  
grandchildren  
Isaac Hahn Kreisler  
Leah Hahn Kreisler  
Maxwell Kreisler Harberg  
Samantha Rose Harberg  
Jeffrey Marks Harberg  
Kacey Rebecca Cohen  
Ella Nicole Cohen  
Olivia Alexis Cohen  
Noah Michael Stern  
Benjamin Hershel Stern  
Sarah Yael Stern  
mother  
Dorothy Rogoff Gell  
others  
Wonderful Family and Friends

Carol and Jeffrey Kretchmer  
blessed by our children  
Jordan and Hannah Tecott Kretchmer  
Joshua and Colleen Kretchmer  
Alaina Kretchmer and Alan O’Connor  
grandchildren  
Ayla Gabrielle Kretchmer  
Tobias Robert Kretchmer  
mother  
Theresa and Jeffrey Kuz  
blessed by sons  
Aaron Cole Kuz  
Andrew David Kurz  
mother  
Rachel Kurz

Lana and Stan Latman  
blessed by grandchildren  
Jeff Baer  
Mikayla Baer  
Caleb Gruber  
Jonah Gruber  
Liam Latman

Beverly and Bruce Laves  
blessed by  
David Laves  
Kristina Laves  
Austin Laves  
Bennett Laves  
Cameron Laves  
Garrett Laves  
Carlie Laves  
Sabrina Laves  
Isaac Laves  
Louis Laves  
Itay Laves

Ray Ann and Mark Lerman  
blessed by children  
and grandchildren  
Marc and David Serota  
Jake and Jesse Serota  
Amy and Marshall Lerman  
Lyla and Sunn Lerman

Marsha Lev  
blessed by children  
Eric M. Lev  
Jordan M. Lev

Sharon and Chuck Levin  
blessed by children  
Adam Levin  
David Levin  
Brian Sullivan  
Daniel Levin  
Maya Siler

Brenda and Mike Levine  
blessed by children  
Brian Levine and  
Dr. Laurie Berger and  
Aly and Becca Berger  
Jonathan Levine and  
Rabbi Risa Weinstein  
grandchildren  
Yedidjah Tov Levine  
Yael Adira Levine

Esther Levy  
blessed by children  
Harold Levy  
Lila Levy

Diane Lifshen  
blessed by children  
Marissa and Dani Steinberger  
Staci Lifshen  
Daniel and Miriam Lifshen  
grandchildren  
Noah Steinberger  
Micah Steinberger  
Jacob Philip Lifshen  
mother  
Shirley Greenfield

Michelle Litt  
blessed by children  
Andrew and Gloria Litt  
Jordan and Misty Litt  
James and Rebecca Bishop  
grandchildren  
Beatrice Rose Litt  
Benjamin Barry Litt  
Henry Zalman Litt  
Claire Bari Bishop  
Margaret Olivia Litt  
William James Bishop

Shari and Jeff London  
blessed by children  
Rachel Sophie London  
Grace Makayla London  
Annie Leigh London  
mother  
Gail Weisblatt  
aunt and uncle  
Jan and Robin Shwarts
Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
blessed by children
Melissa Lowenkron
Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
Anna Riley Robinowitz
Jacob Max Robinowitz
family and friends
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Wonderful friends and family

Debbie and Steve Mack
blessed by children
Casey and Jeremy Mack
Thalia and Randy Mack
Elisa and Bradley Mack
grandchildren
Gavin Ross
Spencer Myles
Zella Mae
Dakota Zion
Cassidy Rose
Ryder Jain

Nanette and Arnold Marks
blessed by children
David Grandfield
Sherri Grandfield
grandchildren
Ethan Grandfield
Abby Grandfield

Julie and Bob Melendi
blessed by children
Kristina and Stephen Melendi
Megan and Michael Melendi
Amy and Chad Eaton
grandchildren
Joe Melendi
Grant Melendi
Elizabeth Frances Eaton
Cosmo Melendi

Tanya Meyers
blessed by children
Shelley and Avi Mitzner
Shari and Lewis Meyers
Orly and Steve Meyers
grandchildren
Saul and Kate Schisler
Rebecca Pearl Schisler
Tamera Ester Schisler
Evan Joshua Mitzner
Leora Michal Mitzner
Jonah Neal Mitzner
Samuel Zachary Mitzner
Jacqueline Renee Mitzner
Jeremy Blake Meyers
Madison Rose Meyers
Mitchell Sheena Meyers
Brandon Philip Meyers

Frankie Michaelson
blessed by children
Mindi and Dan Pidgeon
Stacy and Jared LaCorte
grandchildren
Madison Pidgeon
Max Pidgeon
Angie LaCorte
Charlotte LaCorte
Tricia Michaelson
blessed by children
Melissa and Adam Ridzinski
Rachel and Evan Fetter
Jennifer and Philip Michaelson
grandchildren
Mia Nicole Ridzinski
Asher James Ridzinski
Bradley Brauman Fetter
Max Morris Fetter
Lindsey Sarah Fetter
Annie Finley Fetter
Henry Edward Michaelson
Andrew Simon Michaelson

Lynn Minsky
blessed by children
Debbie Minsky Lacher
Jodi Minsky-Gonzalez
Jayson Minsky
Renee and Nadav Paskal
grandchildren
Brett Lacher
Evan Lacher
Aaron Minsky
Eli Minsky
Jeremy Minsky
Leore Minsky
Ariel Paskal
great granddaughter
Emerson Ann Lacher
special friends
Hadar Kauffman
Aliah Kauffman
Aiden Kauffman

Meryl and Scott Nason
blessed by children
Joshua P. Nason & Jordanna Snyder
Naomi A. & Avi Fainchtein
others
Elliott M. Gordon
Mirah I. Gordon
Aviva B. Intveld
David J. Liss
Aaron M. Liss

Bassim and Karen Nathan
blessed by children
Jonathan, Daniel, Todd and Taylor

Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
blessed by children
Melissa Lowenkron
Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
grandchildren
Anna Riley Robinowitz
Jacob Max Robinowitz
family and friends
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Wonderful friends and family

Debbie and Steve Mack
blessed by children
Casey and Jeremy Mack
Thalia and Randy Mack
Elisa and Bradley Mack
grandchildren
Gavin Ross
Spencer Myles
Zella Mae
Dakota Zion
Cassidy Rose
Ryder Jain

Nanette and Arnold Marks
blessed by children
David Grandfield
Sherri Grandfield
grandchildren
Ethan Grandfield
Abby Grandfield

Julie and Bob Melendi
blessed by children
Kristina and Stephen Melendi
Megan and Michael Melendi
Amy and Chad Eaton
grandchildren
Joe Melendi
Grant Melendi
Elizabeth Frances Eaton
Cosmo Melendi

Tanya Meyers
blessed by children
Shelley and Avi Mitzner
Shari and Lewis Meyers
Orly and Steve Meyers
grandchildren
Saul and Kate Schisler
Rebecca Pearl Schisler
Tamera Ester Schisler
Evan Joshua Mitzner
Leora Michal Mitzner
Jonah Neal Mitzner
Samuel Zachary Mitzner
Jacqueline Renee Mitzner
Jeremy Blake Meyers
Madison Rose Meyers
Mitchell Sheena Meyers
Brandon Philip Meyers

Frankie Michaelson
blessed by children
Mindi and Dan Pidgeon
Stacy and Jared LaCorte
grandchildren
Madison Pidgeon
Max Pidgeon
Angie LaCorte
Charlotte LaCorte
Tricia Michaelson
blessed by children
Melissa and Adam Ridzinski
Rachel and Evan Fetter
Jennifer and Philip Michaelson
grandchildren
Mia Nicole Ridzinski
Asher James Ridzinski
Bradley Brauman Fetter
Max Morris Fetter
Lindsey Sarah Fetter
Annie Finley Fetter
Henry Edward Michaelson
Andrew Simon Michaelson

Lynn Minsky
blessed by children
Debbie Minsky Lacher
Jodi Minsky-Gonzalez
Jayson Minsky
Renee and Nadav Paskal
grandchildren
Brett Lacher
Evan Lacher
Aaron Minsky
Eli Minsky
Jeremy Minsky
Leore Minsky
Ariel Paskal
great granddaughter
Emerson Ann Lacher
special friends
Hadar Kauffman
Aliah Kauffman
Aiden Kauffman

Meryl and Scott Nason
blessed by children
Joshua P. Nason & Jordanna Snyder
Naomi A. & Avi Fainchtein
others
Elliott M. Gordon
Mirah I. Gordon
Aviva B. Intveld
David J. Liss
Aaron M. Liss

Bassim and Karen Nathan
blessed by children
Jonathan, Daniel, Todd and Taylor

Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
blessed by children
Melissa Lowenkron
Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
grandchildren
Anna Riley Robinowitz
Jacob Max Robinowitz
family and friends
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Wonderful friends and family

Debbie and Steve Mack
blessed by children
Casey and Jeremy Mack
Thalia and Randy Mack
Elisa and Bradley Mack
grandchildren
Gavin Ross
Spencer Myles
Zella Mae
Dakota Zion
Cassidy Rose
Ryder Jain

Nanette and Arnold Marks
blessed by children
David Grandfield
Sherri Grandfield
grandchildren
Ethan Grandfield
Abby Grandfield

Julie and Bob Melendi
blessed by children
Kristina and Stephen Melendi
Megan and Michael Melendi
Amy and Chad Eaton
grandchildren
Joe Melendi
Grant Melendi
Elizabeth Frances Eaton
Cosmo Melendi

Tanya Meyers
blessed by children
Shelley and Avi Mitzner
Shari and Lewis Meyers
Orly and Steve Meyers
grandchildren
Saul and Kate Schisler
Rebecca Pearl Schisler
Tamera Ester Schisler
Evan Joshua Mitzner
Leora Michal Mitzner
Jonah Neal Mitzner
Samuel Zachary Mitzner
Jacqueline Renee Mitzner
Jeremy Blake Meyers
Madison Rose Meyers
Mitchell Sheena Meyers
Brandon Philip Meyers

Frankie Michaelson
blessed by children
Mindi and Dan Pidgeon
Stacy and Jared LaCorte
grandchildren
Madison Pidgeon
Max Pidgeon
Angie LaCorte
Charlotte LaCorte
Tricia Michaelson
blessed by children
Melissa and Adam Ridzinski
Rachel and Evan Fetter
Jennifer and Philip Michaelson
grandchildren
Mia Nicole Ridzinski
Asher James Ridzinski
Bradley Brauman Fetter
Max Morris Fetter
Lindsey Sarah Fetter
Annie Finley Fetter
Henry Edward Michaelson
Andrew Simon Michaelson

Lynn Minsky
blessed by children
Debbie Minsky Lacher
Jodi Minsky-Gonzalez
Jayson Minsky
Renee and Nadav Paskal
grandchildren
Brett Lacher
Evan Lacher
Aaron Minsky
Eli Minsky
Jeremy Minsky
Leore Minsky
Ariel Paskal
great granddaughter
Emerson Ann Lacher
special friends
Hadar Kauffman
Aliah Kauffman
Aiden Kauffman

Meryl and Scott Nason
blessed by children
Joshua P. Nason & Jordanna Snyder
Naomi A. & Avi Fainchtein
others
Elliott M. Gordon
Mirah I. Gordon
Aviva B. Intveld
David J. Liss
Aaron M. Liss

Bassim and Karen Nathan
blessed by children
Jonathan, Daniel, Todd and Taylor

Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
blessed by children
Melissa Lowenkron
Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
grandchildren
Anna Riley Robinowitz
Jacob Max Robinowitz
family and friends
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Wonderful friends and family

Debbie and Steve Mack
blessed by children
Casey and Jeremy Mack
Thalia and Randy Mack
Elisa and Bradley Mack
grandchildren
Gavin Ross
Spencer Myles
Zella Mae
Dakota Zion
Cassidy Rose
Ryder Jain

Nanette and Arnold Marks
blessed by children
David Grandfield
Sherri Grandfield
grandchildren
Ethan Grandfield
Abby Grandfield

Julie and Bob Melendi
blessed by children
Kristina and Stephen Melendi
Megan and Michael Melendi
Amy and Chad Eaton
grandchildren
Joe Melendi
Grant Melendi
Elizabeth Frances Eaton
Cosmo Melendi

Tanya Meyers
blessed by children
Shelley and Avi Mitzner
Shari and Lewis Meyers
Orly and Steve Meyers
grandchildren
Saul and Kate Schisler
Rebecca Pearl Schisler
Tamera Ester Schisler
Evan Joshua Mitzner
Leora Michal Mitzner
Jonah Neal Mitzner
Samuel Zachary Mitzner
Jacqueline Renee Mitzner
Jeremy Blake Meyers
Madison Rose Meyers
Mitchell Sheena Meyers
Brandon Philip Meyers

Frankie Michaelson
blessed by children
Mindi and Dan Pidgeon
Stacy and Jared LaCorte
grandchildren
Madison Pidgeon
Max Pidgeon
Angie LaCorte
Charlotte LaCorte
Tricia Michaelson
blessed by children
Melissa and Adam Ridzinski
Rachel and Evan Fetter
Jennifer and Philip Michaelson
grandchildren
Mia Nicole Ridzinski
Asher James Ridzinski
Bradley Brauman Fetter
Max Morris Fetter
Lindsey Sarah Fetter
Annie Finley Fetter
Henry Edward Michaelson
Andrew Simon Michaelson

Lynn Minsky
blessed by children
Debbie Minsky Lacher
Jodi Minsky-Gonzalez
Jayson Minsky
Renee and Nadav Paskal
grandchildren
Brett Lacher
Evan Lacher
Aaron Minsky
Eli Minsky
Jeremy Minsky
Leore Minsky
Ariel Paskal
great granddaughter
Emerson Ann Lacher
special friends
Hadar Kauffman
Aliah Kauffman
Aiden Kauffman

Meryl and Scott Nason
blessed by children
Joshua P. Nason & Jordanna Snyder
Naomi A. & Avi Fainchtein
others
Elliott M. Gordon
Mirah I. Gordon
Aviva B. Intveld
David J. Liss
Aaron M. Liss

Bassim and Karen Nathan
blessed by children
Jonathan, Daniel, Todd and Taylor
Marilyn and Harrell Pailet
blessed by children
Eric
Summer and Jeffrey
Mahra and Kevin
David and Sarah
grandchildren
Brennan Isaac
Isabella Anne
Lyle Ethan
Miller Frances
Jaden Ezra
Elias Henry
Lila Sophie

Elaine and Trevor Pearlman
blessed by children
Ryan Pearlman
Morgan Pearlman

Dan and June Penkar
blessed by mother and
grandmother
Joyce (Judith) Moses Shallom
children
Karen Penkar and Alan Penkar

Leslie and Steven Pidgeon
blessed by children
Bayla Pidgeon
Coco Pidgeon
parents
Charlotte Klein
Zona Pidgeon

Zona Pidgeon
blessed by children
Dr. Leslie and Steven Pidgeon
Pamela and Michael Pidgeon
Sheryl and David Pidgeon
Mindi and Daniel Pidgeon
grandchildren
Pailey and Daniel Nooromid
Michele and Andrew Cobert
Bayla Suzanne Pidgeon
Madison Lyn Pidgeon
Cyr (Coco) Netta Pidgeon
Bryce Evan Pidgeon
Jaclyn (Jaxie) Leigh Pidgeon
Max Ryan Pidgeon
Lindsey Shay Pidgeon
great grandson
Cooper Shane Nooromid

Jamie Pink
blessed by
Josh Weisbrod
Esther Weisbrod
Max Weisbrod and his fiancé,
Alice Farrell

Carol and Harold Pinker
blessed by children
Eric and Melanie Pinker
Marc and Rebecca Pinker
Josh and Dana Roseman
grandchildren
Merit
Kobe
Cade
Carson
Emma
others
We are blessed by our
wonderful friends

Hank and Harlan Pollock
blessed by children
Dr. Todd Pollock
Kasi Pollock
Tami Prengler
Craig Prengler
Stacy Olesky
David Olesky
grandchildren
Abby Pollock
Zachary Prengler
Grant Prengler
Kyle Prengler
Jackson Olesky
Griffin Olesky

Maxine and Martin Pomerantz
blessed by children
Lee A. Pomerantz
Wendy J. Pomerantz
Ryan H. Goldberg
Heidi L. Pomerantz
grandchildren
Dylan Goldberg
Jack I. Goldberg

Janice and Richard Pullman
blessed by children
Kasi Pollock
Tami Prengler
Craig Prengler
Stacy Olesky
David Olesky

Lauri and Irving Prengler
blessed by
Jeffrey, Neera and Rena Prengler
Ricky and Gabe Markus
Mindy and Aaron Herstein
Rachel Prengler

Tami and Craig Prengler
blessed by children
Zachary Andrew Prengler
Grant Alan Prengler
Kyle Austin Prengler
parents
Hank and Harlan Pollock

Rita and Mitchell Rasansky
blessed by children
Alison & Rick Rasansky
Jeffrey Rasansky & Annette Whitney
Jerry Rasansky & Stacy Girard
grandchildren
Simon Benjamin Rasansky
Madison Jo Rosenthal
Jeremy Rosenthal
Brittany & Dustin Schaefer
Justin Ian Rasansky
Steven Harrison Rasansky
Andrew "Drew" Lane Rasansky
Parker Jordan Rasansky
Philip Jared Rasansky
other
All Our Family and Friends

Rita and Trevor Pearlman
blessed by children
Ryan Pearlman
Morgan Pearlman

Carol and Harold Pinker
blessed by children
Eric and Melanie Pinker
Marc and Rebecca Pinker
Josh and Dana Roseman
grandchildren
Merit
Kobe
Cade
Carson
Emma
others
We are blessed by our
wonderful friends

Hank and Harlan Pollock
blessed by children
Dr. Todd Pollock
Kasi Pollock
Tami Prengler
Craig Prengler
Stacy Olesky
David Olesky
grandchildren
Abby Pollock
Zachary Prengler
Grant Prengler
Kyle Prengler
Jackson Olesky
Griffin Olesky

Maxine and Martin Pomerantz
blessed by children
Lee A. Pomerantz
Wendy J. Pomerantz
Ryan H. Goldberg
Heidi L. Pomerantz
grandchildren
Dylan Goldberg
Jack I. Goldberg

Lauri and Irving Prengler
blessed by
Jeffrey, Neera and Rena Prengler
Ricky and Gabe Markus
Mindy and Aaron Herstein
Rachel Prengler

Tami and Craig Prengler
blessed by children
Zachary Andrew Prengler
Grant Alan Prengler
Kyle Austin Prengler
parents
Hank and Harlan Pollock

Rita and Mitchell Rasansky
blessed by children
Alison & Rick Rasansky
Jeffrey Rasansky & Annette Whitney
Jerry Rasansky & Stacy Girard
grandchildren
Simon Benjamin Rasansky
Madison Jo Rosenthal
Jeremy Rosenthal
Brittany & Dustin Schaefer
Justin Ian Rasansky
Steven Harrison Rasansky
Andrew "Drew" Lane Rasansky
Parker Jordan Rasansky
Philip Jared Rasansky
other
All Our Family and Friends

Sharon Wisch-Ray and Alex Ray
blessed by children
Benjamin, Sam and Jimmy Ray

Staci and Scott Reznik
blessed by child
Davi Reznik
parents
Judy Begal
Carol and Shel Reznik
Ann and Marc Richman
blessed by children
Alisa Richman
Jennifer and David Charney
Mollie and Robert Blankinship
grandchildren
Benjamin Max Charney
Joel Miles Charney
Ryan Robert Blankinship
Sophie Meira Charney
siblings
Sue Bornstein and Alex Gillespie
Harvey and Liliane Richman

Melissa and Adam Rudzinski
blessed by children
Mia Rudzinski
Asher Rudzinski

Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
blessed by children
Nikki and Don Robinowitz
Jill and David Clay
Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
grandchildren
Carli Sarah and John Ellis Clay
Anna Riley and Jake Max Robinowitz
Beau Henry and Mia Elle Robinowitz
Tyler Tran
others
Our Family and Friends
Here and In Israel

Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
blessed by
Anna Riley Robinowitz
Jacob Max Robinowitz
Elaine and Mike Lowenkron
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Jill and Dave Clay
Melissa Lowenkron
Donnie and Nikki Robinowitz
Caroline Sarah Clay
John Ellis Clay
Beau Henry Robinowitz
Mila Elle Robinowitz
Tyler Tran

Nancy and Joel Roffman
blessed by children
Leah and Ross Goldband
granddaughter
Lucy Brooke Goldband

Kimberly and Jon Ross
blessed by children
Shane Alexander Ross
Sterling Ray Ross
Stratton Lee Ross
parents
Sharon Ross
Marc and Karen Klein
grandmother
Syrl Eissman
siblings
Kevin Ross
Michael and Bahareh Klein
nieces and nephews
Jennie Ross
Aiden Ross
Leah Klein
Layla Klein

Melissa and Matt Rubel
blessed by children
Jeffrey Noble Rubel
Michael Emanuel Rubel
Joshua Samuel Rubel

Donna and Byron Rubin
blessed by children
Dr. Lisa R. Hartman
Richard L. Hartman
Eric D. Rubin
Dr. Lisa L. Rubin
grandchildren
Lucy Adina Hartman
Leah Naomi Hartman

Doba and Zev Rudberg
blessed by children
Emily Sylvia Rudberg
Jacob Gabriel Rudberg
parents
Dora and Cary Rudberg
Esther and Yoni Abrams

Dora and Cary Rudberg
blessed by children
Doba and Zev Rudberg
Laura and Alex Chaet
Rachel Rudberg
grandchildren
Emily Sylvia Rudberg
Jacob Gabriel Rudberg
Phillip Jay Chaet

Elaine Rubin and Morris Rutchik
blessed by
Julie Rutchik & Bret Miller
Libby Erin Miller
Sophie Shay Miller
Miles Rutckih Miller
Frances Rutckih & Robert Gardner
Andrew Gardner & Lucy Andrews
Jacylyn Gardner & Benjamin Austein
Owen Stanley Austein
Zackary Dylan Austein
Mia Clara Austein
Michael Gardner & Jennifer Lustig
Austin Hunter Gardner
Conrad Beckett Gardner
Grayson Lustig Gardner
Maverick Hudson Gardner
Rikki Rutckih & Kirk Rovinsky
Mazelle Krasoff
Rachelle Krasoff & David Kuchinsky
Noah Isaac Kuchinsky
Elizabeth Rovinsky
Jessica Rovinsky
Jacqueline Rovinsky & Jamar McKay
Zemirah McKay
Maria Rovinsky Rodriguez
Anthony Rodriguez
Isabella Rodriguez
Frankie Rodriguez
Leo Rodriguez
loving sister
Marsha Carol Rubin Levine

Arlene and Alan Sandgarten
blessed by children
Adam Sandgarten
Marla and Jason Veit
grandchildren
Owen Veit
Brookes Veit

Esther (Etty) and Jacques (Jack) Sardas
blessed by children
Dora Sardas-Royauté
Marianne (Mia) Sardas
Dr. Isabella Sardas-Trevorrow
Claudia Sardas-Wikman
sons-in-law
Dr. Jean Royauté
Dr. Thomas Wikman
grandchildren
Jessica Rebecca Sardas
Raphael Jacques Royauté
Léa Esther Royauté
Jacob Thomas Wikman
Dr. Stig Wikman
Rachel Maybritt Wikman
Zachary Mark Sardas-Trevorrow
Samuel Wilson Sardas-Trevorrow

Susan and Joe Schackman
blessed by
Kathy and Brett Schackman
Carol and Darren Schackman
Fara and Bryan Kluger
Sydney and Ethan Schackman
Will and Ben Schackman

Eileen and Jack Scheib
blessed by
Jason and Christine Scheib
Jared Scheib
grandchildren
Madeline Scheib
Elliott Scheib
Nell Scheib

Ann and Larry Schiller
blessed by
Betty R. Kleiman
Rachel Berman
An Berman
Sasha Berman
Aaron Berman
David Schiller
Fay Dunn

Sue Bornstein and Alex Gillespie
Harvey and Liliane Richman

Melissa and Adam Rudzinski
Mia Rudzinski

Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Nikki and Don Robinowitz
Jill and David Clay
Debbie and Kevin Robinowitz
Carli Sarah and John Ellis Clay
Anna Riley and Jake Max Robinowitz
Beau Henry and Mia Elle Robinowitz
Tyler Tran

Caroline Sarah Clay
John Ellis Clay
Beau Henry Robinowitz
Mila Elle Robinowitz

Jeffrey Noble Rubel
Michael Emanuel Rubel
Joshua Samuel Rubel

Dr. Lisa R. Hartman
Richard L. Hartman
Eric D. Rubin
Dr. Lisa L. Rubin

Lucy Adina Hartman
Leah Naomi Hartman

Emily Sylvia Rudberg
Jacob Gabriel Rudberg

Dora and Cary Rudberg
Esther and Yoni Abrams

Elaine Rubin and Morris Rutchik
Julie Rutchik & Bret Miller
Libby Erin Miller
Sophie Shay Miller
Miles Rutckih Miller
Frances Rutckih & Robert Gardner
Andrew Gardner & Lucy Andrews
Jacylyn Gardner & Benjamin Austein
Owen Stanley Austein
Zackary Dylan Austein
Mia Clara Austein
Michael Gardner & Jennifer Lustig
Austin Hunter Gardner
Conrad Beckett Gardner
Grayson Lustig Gardner
Maverick Hudson Gardner
Rikki Rutckih & Kirk Rovinsky
Mazelle Krasoff
Rachelle Krasoff & David Kuchinsky
Noah Isaac Kuchinsky
Elizabeth Rovinsky
Jessica Rovinsky
Jacqueline Rovinsky & Jamar McKay
Zemirah McKay
Maria Rovinsky Rodriguez
Anthony Rodriguez
Isabella Rodriguez
Frankie Rodriguez
Leo Rodriguez

Marsha Carol Rubin Levine

Dora Sardas-Royauté
Marianne (Mia) Sardas
Dr. Isabella Sardas-Trevorrow
Claudia Sardas-Wikman

Jessica Rebecca Sardas
Raphael Jacques Royauté
Léa Esther Royauté
Jacob Thomas Wikman
Dr. Stig Wikman
Rachel Maybritt Wikman
Zachary Mark Sardas-Trevorrow
Samuel Wilson Sardas-Trevorrow

Susan and Joe Schackman
Kathy and Brett Schackman
Carol and Darren Schackman
Fara and Bryan Kluger
Sydney and Ethan Schackman
Will and Ben Schackman

Eileen and Jack Scheib
Jason and Christine Scheib
Jared Scheib

Madeline Scheib
Elliott Scheib
Nell Scheib

Betty R. Kleiman
Rachel Berman
An Berman
Sasha Berman
Aaron Berman
David Schiller
Fay Dunn
Nonie and Melvin Schwartz
blessed by children
Jeff and Toni Schwartz
Cary Schwartz
Bradley Schwartz
grandson
Nate Schwartz

Lisa and Donald Schwartz
blessed by children
Evan Schwarz
Andrew Schwarz

Betty Sue Sheinberg
blessed by children
Amy Sheinberg and Stephanie Lokey
Karen and Richard Pollock
Nancy and David Sheinberg
Paula and David Greenman
grandchildren
Rachel Lauren Sheinberg
Andrew Levi Sheinberg
Daniel Ryan Sheinberg
Zachary Scott Sheinberg
Katherine Leigh Pollock
Matthew Lawrence Pollock
William Andrew Greenman
Claire Beckley Greenman
Jackson Ellis Greenman
great grandchildren
Preston Silverberg
Marley Silverberg

Rena and Bud Silverberg
blessed by children
Kaylen and Carol Silverberg
Andra Litman
Stefanie and Gary Eisenstat
grandchildren
Blair and Ally Silverberg
Karl Silverberg
Allison and Ward Evans
Brett Silverberg
Laken Litman
Taylor Litman
Lauren Eisenstat
Kara Eisenstat
great grandchildren
Preston Silverberg
Marley Silverberg

Rena and Bud Silverberg
blessed by children
Kaylen and Carol Silverberg
Andra Litman
Stefanie and Gary Eisenstat
grandchildren
Blair and Ally Silverberg
Karl Silverberg
Allison and Ward Evans
Brett Silverberg
Laken Litman
Taylor Litman
Lauren Eisenstat
Kara Eisenstat
great grandchildren
Preston Silverberg
Marley Silverberg

Arthur Skibell
blessed by children
Adrienne Skibell Roy
Justin Roy
Amelia Roy
Jason Skibell

Barry Solomon
blessed by children
Carol and Larry Goldberg
Susan and David Solomon
Tracey and Scott Solomon
grandchildren
Melissa and Zachary Goldberg
Amanda Goldberg
Edmund Snyder
Lauren and Drew Solomon
Reagan and Blake Solomon
Beth and Paul Watley
Daniel Solomon
Riley Trevino
great grandchildren
Tyce Goldberg
Tessa Goldberg
Beau Goldberg
Rhett Goldberg
Madigan Solomon
Patrick Solomon
Callie Trevino
Madelyn Trevino
Elana Snyder
Adaline Snyder
Noah Snyder
Emmalyn Watley

Elaine and Carl Solomon
blessed by children
Jill and Brett Levy
Lisa and Eric Ginsburg
grandchildren
Madelyn Levy
Dara Levy
Avery Ginsburg
Mia Ginsberg

Phyllis and Joe Somer
blessed by grandchildren
Max Naseck
Kobi Naseck
Perry Naseck
Jenna Somer
Katie Somer

Alex and Steven Spiritas
blessed by children
Stefani and David Lawrence
Jason Spiritas
grandchildren
Patrick Lawrence
Alex Lawrence

Janice and Stan Statman
blessed by children
Alison and Brian Fisher
Caryn and John Berardi
grandchildren
Samantha Jordan Fisher
Evan Scott Fisher
Benjamin Aaron Berardi
Ryan David Berardi

Laurie Steinberg
Marc Steinberg
blessed by our wonderful children
Alex
Avi
Bear
loving parent
Rebecca “Mimi” Greenblatt

Harrian B. and Stephen Stern
blessed by children
Ashley S. and Kevin Ruchlin
Barrett and Jana Stern
grandchildren
Brooke Hope Ruchlin
Cole Joseph Ruchlin
Sawyer Austin Stern
Bailey Joy Stern

Rachel and Grant Stock
blessed by
Gabrielle Sarah Stock
Jacqueline Emily Stock

Andrea and Bob Stoler
blessed by
Danielle Miri Stoler
Garrett Nathan Stoler

Barry Solomon
blessed by children
Carol and Larry Goldberg
Susan and David Solomon
Tracey and Scott Solomon
grandchildren
Melissa and Zachary Goldberg
Amanda Goldberg
Edmund Snyder
Lauren and Drew Solomon
Reagan and Blake Solomon
Beth and Paul Watley
Daniel Solomon
Riley Trevino
great grandchildren
Tyce Goldberg
Tessa Goldberg
Beau Goldberg
Rhett Goldberg
Madigan Solomon
Patrick Solomon
Callie Trevino
Madelyn Trevino
Elana Snyder
Adaline Snyder
Noah Snyder
Emmalyn Watley

Elaine and Carl Solomon
blessed by children
Jill and Brett Levy
Lisa and Eric Ginsburg
grandchildren
Madelyn Levy
Dara Levy
Avery Ginsburg
Mia Ginsberg

Phyllis and Joe Somer
blessed by grandchildren
Max Naseck
Kobi Naseck
Perry Naseck
Jenna Somer
Katie Somer

Alex and Steven Spiritas
blessed by children
Stefani and David Lawrence
Jason Spiritas
grandchildren
Patrick Lawrence
Alex Lawrence

Janice and Stan Statman
blessed by children
Alison and Brian Fisher
Caryn and John Berardi
grandchildren
Samantha Jordan Fisher
Evan Scott Fisher
Benjamin Aaron Berardi
Ryan David Berardi

Laurie Steinberg
Marc Steinberg
blessed by our wonderful children
Alex
Avi
Bear
loving parent
Rebecca “Mimi” Greenblatt

Harrian B. and Stephen Stern
blessed by children
Ashley S. and Kevin Ruchlin
Barrett and Jana Stern
grandchildren
Brooke Hope Ruchlin
Cole Joseph Ruchlin
Sawyer Austin Stern
Bailey Joy Stern

Rachel and Grant Stock
blessed by
Gabrielle Sarah Stock
Jacqueline Emily Stock

Andrea and Bob Stoler
blessed by
Danielle Miri Stoler
Garrett Nathan Stoler
Lee and Leon Veeder
blessed by children
Sandra and David Veeder
Stuart Veeder
grandchildren
Katherine and Michael Hutshneker
Stephanie and Eric Newmark
great grandchildren
Preston Reed Newmark
Sari Rose Hutshneker
Charlie Ford Newmark
Sandra and David Veeder
blessed by children
Katherine Hutshneker
Michael Hutshneker
Stephanie Newmark
Eric Newmark
grandchildren
Preston Newmark
Sari Hutshneker
Charlie Newmark
parents
Dorothy Borschow
Leona and Leon Veeder
siblings
Michael Novick
Stuart Veeder
Natalie and Michael Waldman
blessed by children
Andrew Scott Waldman
Charles Erwin Waldman
Katherine Emily Waldman
parents
Judi and Paul Scott
Jackie and Steve Waldman
siblings
Adrienne and David Scott
Melissa and Bart Plaskoff
Liz and Todd Waldman
nieces and nephews
Beryt Jessica Scott
Ezra Jacob Scott
Hudson Elliott Plaskoff
Park Plaskoff
Annabelle Mae Plaskoff
Samuel Ryder Waldman
Sophie Rose Waldman
Simon Reese Waldman
grandparent
Sarah Yarrin
Jackie and Steve Waldman
blessed by children
Melissa and Bart Plaskoff
Liz and Todd Waldman
Natalie and Michael Waldman
grandchildren
Hudson Plaskoff
Park Plaskoff
Annabelle Waldman
Charlie Waldman
Andrew Waldman
Kathryn Waldman
Sam Waldman
Sophie Waldman
Simon Waldman
parent
Sarah Yarrin
siblings
Howard Cohen and Family
Cherie and Neal Small
and Family
Ellen Lasser and Tommy Kaye
and Family
Gail and Harvey Weiner
blessed by children
Marcia and Doug Mankoff
Regina and Mark Weiner
grandchildren
Kate Mankoff
Sarah Mankoff
Eli Mankoff
Ezra Weiner
Andrea and Loren Weinstein
blessed by children
Jeffrey and Debbie Weinstein
Gregory and Margie Weinstein
Michael Weinstein
grandchildren
Elizabeth, Aryn, Alex, Sam, Max and Sofia
D.J. and Les Weisbrod
blessed by children
Eric and Arwa Weisbrod
Alexis and Jordan Scheer
grandchildren
Hana and Illy Weisbrod
Maddox, Braden and Hunter Scheer
other
Bethany Hesse
Bonnie and Jeff Whitman
blessed by
Andrea Whitman Steiger
Brett Ryan Steiger
Dylan Samuel Steiger
Allison Whitman Becker
Josh Daniel Becker
Adelaine Renee Becker
Olivia Drew Steiger
Sloane Danielle Steiger
Gavin Jaxon Becker
Joanie and Dr. Shelly Weinstein
blessed by children
Ellen and Josh Ungerman
Craig Weinstein
Alison and Mike Weinstein
grandchildren
Samantha and Sloan Ungerman
Ashley and Carter Weinstein
Jacob, Daniel and Benjamin Weinstein
Gail Fischl Weisblatt
blessed by children
Jon and Karen Weisblatt
Shari and Jeff London
Seth Weisblatt
grandchildren
Ethan Weisblatt
Ellie Weisblatt
Grace London
Rachel London
Annie London
Gabriel Weisblatt
Rebecca Weisblatt
sister and brother-in-law
Jan and Robin Shwarts
May the memories of our loved ones be for a blessing

Within these pages are contained the names of dear ones who have passed into life eternal and who have built themselves a living shrine in the hearts of those they have left behind.

Dothothy Wolchansky
blessed by children
Michelle Brookner
Brad Brookner
Sandi Silk
Kenneth J. Silk
Howard Wolchansky
Rosa Wolchansky Krajmalik
grandchildren
Lauren Ashley Brookner
Hannah Melissa Brookner
Yosef Leib Wolchansky
Rina Wolchansky
Vera Grace Silk

Linda and Michael Wolfson
blessed by children
Debbie and Dan Levenson
Lauren and David Wolfson
grandchildren
Caleb Wolfson
Toby Wolfson
Jacqueline Levenson
Gabrielle Levenson

Alan and Hadassah Yuster
blessed by
Aron Yuster

Amber and Mark Zable
blessed by child
Zachary Zable
parents
Vera and Norman Zable

Vera and Norman Zable
blessed by children
Barak and Michelle Zable
Amber and Mark Zable
Brett Zable
grandson
Zachary Zable
others
Marvin Slutzky
Norman Slutzky

Paula and Henry Zeitman
blessed by children
Andrew and Lauren Zeitman
Karen and Craig Rosenfeld
grandchildren
Erica Ryan Zeitman
Isabel Kate Zeitman
Lilly Rose Zeitman

Riki and Michael Zide
blessed by children
Jacob and Karina Zide
Joseph Rothschild Zide
grandchildren
Sam and Rose

Ida Ann and Harold Zweig
blessed by children
Robin and Louis Zweig
Lori and Brian Zweig
grandchildren
David Max Zweig
Lauren Faye Zweig
Matthew Alan Zweig
Katie Claire Zweig
brother and sister
Susan and Martin Golman
cousin
Tanya Meyers
friends
Audree and Alan Meyer

Paula and Henry Zeitman
blessed by children
Andrew and Lauren Zeitman
Karen and Craig Rosenfeld
grandchildren
Erica Ryan Zeitman
Isabel Kate Zeitman
Lilly Rose Zeitman

Riki and Michael Zide
blessed by children
Jacob and Karina Zide
Joseph Rothschild Zide
grandchildren
Sam and Rose

Ida Ann and Harold Zweig
blessed by children
Robin and Louis Zweig
Lori and Brian Zweig
grandchildren
David Max Zweig
Lauren Faye Zweig
Matthew Alan Zweig
Katie Claire Zweig
brother and sister
Susan and Martin Golman
cousin
Tanya Meyers
friends
Audree and Alan Meyer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In loving memory of Walter and Marjory Peterson by Randy and Lisa Fleisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Krovetz Sala and Sender Fleschler Sadie and Philip Blatt Ann and Jake Krovetz Feiga and Zelman Magram Hana and Szumel Fleschler by Diane and Mark Fleschler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My beloved Tootsie Shirley and Milton Singer Rose Fonberg Smith Jeannette and Hymie Schwartz Bernard Chanon Ric Chanon Jerry Michaelson Paul Michaelson Linda Cozzens by Peter Fonberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My beloved Parents Margaret and Max Rich by Anita Friedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilene Honey Friedman by Ety &amp; Charles Friedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Shwiff Barish Joseph Samuel Barish Herbert Louis Goldberg Samantha Sweet Dave Freed Eva Freed Shari Sweet Vasher Harold Jack Sweet by Sol and Doris Freed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam and Sally Rosenthal Roy and Sylva Aaron Marcia Aaron Stone Jay Horowitz Alden Black by Angela Horowitz French and Doug French Sam, Sydney and Max Horowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My dear husband, our loving father and grandfather Harry S. Furst Our dear parents and grandparents Louise and Bert Furst Our dear parents and grandparents Sida and Alfred Romberg Mark Harrison, beloved nephew, cousin and friend Furst, Romberg, Rothschild, Wolf, Oppenheimer and Kyser Families who perished in the Holocaust by Magie Furst and Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Gardner Helen Gardner Florence and Karl Schraub by Cheryl and Paul Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Gardner Helen Gardner Kate and Jacob Pasternak Rose and Harry Gardner by Shirley Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loving Husband, Father and Grandfather Ronald Gaswirth Loving Mother, Grandmother and Great Grandmother Libby Bakst Loving Father and Grandfather Morton (Morty) Gaswirth Great Uncle Mitchell Gaswirth by Marsha Gaswirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Glauben Faiga Glauben Heniek Glauben Rose Gappelberg Rose Gappelberg Hahme Gappelberg Gus Gappelberg Frances Gappelberg Rose Petrone Gerald Petrone Irene Flus Nathan Gappelberg by Frieda and Max Glauben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arno Goetz by Berta Goetz and Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Biderman Sam Biderman, Jr. by Debra Epstein and Family Susan and David Taplin and Family Rebecca and Jacob Goetz and Family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In memory of our beloved daughter Rebecca Kate Goldberg Snyder
In memory of our beloved Teresa Solomon
In memory of our beloved Nate Goldberg
In memory of our beloved Joan Goldberg
by Larry and Carol Goldberg

Herbert Louis Goldberg
Libby Goldman
Dr. Barney Goldman
Fannie Rude Goldberg
Ben E. Goldberg
Harris Samel
Barbara Levy
Jack Levy
Helen Gardner
by
Rita Goldberg and Family

In Loving Memory
Andrée and Sidney Rosenblum
Dolores and Donald Golman
by
Cindy and Alan Golman and Family

Ronald Galler
Gay Golman
Elise Galler Gold
by
Dana and Mark Golman

Gay Geller Golman
Jake Golman
Frances Goodman Golman
Philip Golman
Ethel Golman Fell
Anita Golman Marcus
Charles Marcus
Morris Geller
Mildred Geller
Joy Geller Ginsberg
by
Larry E. Golman and Family

Mary Hechtman Goodman
George Hechtman
Selma Goodowitz
by
Joyce and Wayne Goodowitz

Florence Friedman
Rabbi Theodore Friedman
Nathanial Brandt
Rabbi Marshall Meyer
by
Marlene Gorin

Lazar, Mary and Eldred Kraines
by
Mel and Avril Greenberg and Family

In loving memory of
Marvin Greenberg
by
wife, Sylvia, and children,
Marla and Howard Janco,
Steve and MaryBeth Greenberg
and Barry and Sandi Greenberg

Beloved husband, Walter Greenblatt
Beloved father, Aaron Block
Beloved mother, Helen Ditch Block
by
Rebecca B. Greenblatt and Family

Edward Hanker
Dr. Jacob S. Hanker
Florence Hanker
Shirley Hanker
Sara Klirs
Rabbi Itzhak Klirs
by
The Hanker/Klirs Family

Myron Hauser
by
His Loving Family

Miriam and Abraham Helfand
Ida and Harry Rosenthal
Irwin Helfand
by
Marcy and Pauline Helfand

Allen Hendelman
Sidney Skibell
Regina Skibell
by
Ruth Hendelman

Stanley Herman
Frances Herman
Doris Wasserman
by
Jonathan M. Herman

Leah and Jacob Hershman
Emil and Hilda Corenbleth
Morris and Goldie Hershman
by
Janet and Sonny Hershman

Mother & Father - Grandparents,
Freda and Roy Bernstein
Mother & Father - Grandparents,
Erica and Ernest Hochster
Grandparents & Great Grandparents,
Hilda and Snyder Vogel
Aunt Edie Goldberg
Uncle Leo Goldberg
Bonus Dad & Grandfather,
Harold Krom
by
Hope and Lenny Hochster
Kane, Marissa, Ty and Zachary

In loving memory of
Bob Brenner
Ali Itzkowitz
by
Vicki and Gene Itzkowitz

Sam E. Hoffman
Sara and Leon Hoffman
Jennie and Max Pachter
Miriam and Abe J. Lieber
Marcia Lieber
by
Bess Hoffman and Family

Pearl and Sam Hoffman
Ida and Jack Spector
by
Shirley and Marvin Hoffman

Mrs. Selma Corbin
Mr. Nathan and Mrs. Sylvia Honig
by
Ron and Miriam Honig

Rita and Irving Immerman
Parents of Larry Immerman
Doris and Bernard Rosenberg
Parents of Nancy Immerman
by
The Immerman Family
Nancy and Larry
Emily, Stephen, Ellie and Cole
Feldman
Robin, Peter, Charlotte and Frankie
Gruen

Martin Leeds
Evelyn E. Leeds
Dennis Leeds
Julius Itzkowitz
Ali Itzkowitz
by
Cheryl and Stan Itzkowitz

In loving memory of
Bob Brenner
Ali Itzkowitz
by
Vicki and Gene Itzkowitz
In loving memory of our parents
Gillie and Fay Jacobson
Sidney Soskalne and Hilda Ozen
In loving memory of our brother
Lenard Soskalne
by
Errol and Esmé Jacobson and Family

In loving memory of our parents
Hilda & Jerome Tobias
Elaine Kretchmer & Bruce Kretchmer
by
Carol and Jeffrey Kretchmer

In loving memory of our parents
Hilda and Abe Levin
by
Sharon and Chuck Levin and Grandchildren
In Loving Memory
Harold Lubner
by His Beloved Wife Beryl,
Children and Grandchildren

In loving memory of our parents
Rose and Joseph Katzeff
Mabel and Sam Mack
by Debbie and Steve Mack

In loving memory of our grandparents
Tillie and Max Markman
by Shari and Jeff London
Paul Druyf
The Okowita Family
Erna and Carl Schachman
Manek Okowita
with love by
Margot Okowita

In loving and eternal memory of
Dan Paddock
by
Elana Paddock

Anne Fox
Milton Fox
Rhonda Fox
Lyle Steven Fox
Frances Donsky
Ervin Donsky
Isaac Paillet
Lena Paillet
by
Mahra Fox Paillet and Kevin Paillet
and Family

Frances and Ervin Donsky
Lena and Isaac Paillet
by
Marilyn and Harrell Paillet
and Family

Arnold S. Chaplik
by
Elaine, Trevor, Ryan,
and Morgan Peariman

In loving memory of our
fathers and grandparents
Dr. Hayeem Samuel Penkar
and
Major Moses Jacob Shalom
In loving memory of our
mother and grandmother
Erusha (Rosy) Hayeem Penkar
In loving memory of our sister
Irene Shalom Aptekar
by
Dan and June Penkar
and Family

Herbert Klein
Clara and Charles Klein
Nette and Harry Shapiro
Sylvia and Bernard Kanter
Leonard and David Pidgeon
Barry Pidgeon
by
Leslie and Steven Pidgeon

In memory of beloved husband
Barry Erwin Pidgeon
beloved mother and father
Leonard and David Pidgeon
beloved mother and father
Sylvia and Bernard Kanter
by
Zona Pidgeon

Harold and Pearl Pink
Ethel Melnick
by
Jamie Pink

Lillian and Herman Pinker
Herta and Karl Wolf
by
Harold and Carol Pinker

Isidoro Hazan-Cohen
Jaimie Hazan-Cohen
by
Rebecca and Marc Pinker

Sarah Wainer Berger
Meyer Berger
Anne Maniker Pollock
Abe M. Pollock
Dr. Herbert Ellis Pollock
Uri Wainer
Rose Mansberg
Jackie and Aaron Prengler
Ann and Robert Olesky
by
Hank and Harlan Pollock
and Family

Frances F. Miller and
Isidore J. Miller
Pauline S. Pomerantz and
Harry Pomerantz
Alex Samuel Goldberg
by
Maxine and Martin Pomerantz

Jackie and Aaron Prengler
by
Tami, Craig,
Zach, Grant and Kyle Prengler

Gertrude & Maurice (Sonny) Pullman
Murray A. Perl
Ethel Perl
by
Janice and Richard Pullman

In loving memory of
Sadie and Philip Blatt
Helen and W.B. Rasansky
Marlyn Krovetz
Ceclia Mopsik
by
Jeff Rasansky

In loving memory of
Sadie and Philip Blatt
Helen and W.B. “Burt” Rasansky
Jenny and Jacob Rudberg
Marlyn Krovetz
Ceclia Mopsik
Family and Friends
by
Rita & Mitchell Rasansky & Family

Our Beloved Parents
Rene and Jimmy Wisch
Jane and Gayle Ray
by
Sharon Wisch-Ray and Alex Ray

Dorothy and Leon Fine
Doris and Max Reiter
Alexander B. Reiter
Lillian and Irving Tannenbaum
Mrs. M. and Morris Wilkenfeld
Johanna and
Herschel Wilkenfeld
Bernard Falk
Ric Chanon
by
Leanne and Mark Reiter and Family

David Begal
Sylvia and Mannie Begal
Bea and Isaac Draiman
Lillian and Leo Gelfund
Elenore and Meyer Reznik
by
Staci and Scott Reznik

Ilaine and David Bornstein
Maryon and Victor Richman
Judith Richman Time
Audrey Kaplan
by
Ann and Marc Richman

Paul Stanley Michaelson
Allyson Lubroth Knopfer
Alfred Brauman
Miriam Turner Brauman
James Fetter
Florence Rubinsky Fetter
Angie Rosen Michaelson
Marvin Ridsinski
Florence Ridsinski
Nathan Lubroth
Susanne Lubroth
by
Melissa and Adam Ridsinski
and Family

Our son, brother and uncle
Howard Zvi Robinowitz
by
Chana and Ralph Robinowitz
Beloved Parents
Florence Cohen and Kermit Cohen
William Roffman
by
Nancy and Joel Roffman
Leah and Ross Goldband

Judy Goodstein Rome
Ethel and Sol Rome
Alvin and Cookie Goodstein
by
Richard Rome

Joe Wilk
Lanny Cooper
by
Sheila Rosenberg, Elliott Cooper, Louis Cooper

In loving memory of our
Dad and Grandfather
Charles M. Ross
by
Kimberly, Jon, Shane, Sterling and Stratton Ross

Stanley Bernard Rubel
Stephan Russell
by
Melissa, Matt, Jeffrey, Michael and Joshua Rubel

Beloved Mothers, Fathers,
Grandmothers, Grandfathers
Sylvia Yonack Sussman
Walter Sussman
Rebecca Goren Rudberg
Jay Rudberg
by
Dora and Cary Rudberg and Family

Morton (Morty) Rudberg
Leah and Leon Rudberg
Goldie and Reuben Hillman
by
Peachy Rudberg

Libby and Abraham Rutchik
Sylvia and Morton Rubin
Ronald Levine
Doris Bergman
Herman Bergman
Martin Rutchik
by
Elaine and Morris Rutchik

Margie and Albert Schwartz
Madelyn and Julius Sandgarten
by
Ariene and Alan Sandgarten

Beloved parents and
my very missed sister
Raphael and Bella Levy Pesso
Pauline Pesso
Beloved grandparents and aunts and uncles who perished in
the Holocaust
Penina and Joseph Pesso
Isaac, Samuel, Rachel, Sol Pesso
Mayer and Esther Calderon-Pesso
Beloved parents and special brother
Dora Beja and Raphael Sardas
Leon Sardas
Saby and Judith Sardas
by
Etty and Jacques Sardas

Eve and William Lipinsky
Zelda and Harold Schackman
Jaclyn Beth Schackman
by
Susan and Joe Schackman

In loving memory of
Dorothy and Esir Wyll
Stefa and Joe Scheib
by
Eileen and Jack Scheib

Laura and Albert Schiller
Edward Kleiman
Harry R. Kleiman
by
Ann and Larry Schiller

Eleanor Schwarz
Maurice Schwarz
Sally Stanley
Jeret Stanley
by
Lisa and Donald Schwarz

Margie and Albert Schwartz
Fannette and Norman Sonkin
by
Nonie and Melvin Schwartz

Israel Sheinberg
Rebecca and Levi Topletz
Sue and Ken Topletz
Pauline and Sam Sheinberg
by
Betty Sue Sheinberg

In loving memory of
Marilyn S. Sigel
Marvin M. Sigel
Francis Schuhalter
Samuel Schuhalter
Dr. Hinda Sigel
Dr. Zundel Sigel
Samuel B. Sigel
Ida Weinberg
Harry B. Weinberg
Sidney Sigel
Myrtle Sigel
J. B. Wolens
by
David S.Z. Sigel

Mary and Oscar Olinsky
Edith and Henry Silver
by
Kathi and Charles Silver

Our parents
Sidney and Regina Skibell
by
Arthur Skibell and Ruth Hendelman

My beloved husband
The love of my life
Norbert Sobek
Beloved Parents
Bea and Harry Atkin
Johanna Sobek Finkelstein
by
Marlene Sobek

Don and Lucy Garcy
by
Frank and Laura Sohm

My Dear Wife
Teresa Kessner Solomon
Our Dear Parents and Daughter
Shirley and Joe Kessner
Sadie and Theodore Solomon
Lori Ann Solomon
Our Dear Granddaughter
Rebecca Goldberg Snyder
by
Barry Solomon and Family

Teresa Solomon
Joe and Shirley Kessner
Ted and Sadie Solomon
by
David and Susan Solomon

Sam and Dorothy Luterman
Avery Norman Luterman
Jack Solomon and
Hannah Solomon Rosen
by
Elaine and Carl Solomon

Marcus and Katie Somer
Allan and Trudy Bogart
by
Phyllis and Joe Somer
In Loving Memory Of
Ryan Scott Spiritas
Joe Spiritas
Adeline Fleischer Spiritas
Alma Padon Andrews
Eddie Henry Vinson
by
Alexis and Steven Spiritas

Esther and Aron Statman
Sylvia and Julius Scolnic
by
Janice and Stan Statman

Walter Greenblatt
Serena Miller
Henry Nussbaum
Phyllis Steinberg
Gerald Steinberg
Elene Beth Goldberg
Bernice Vejans
Bertye Dodic Wolfson
by
Laurie Steinberg and
Marc Steinberg

Barbara and Henry Burtschell, Jr.
Eva and Joe Banks
Rose and Alvin Ploss
Terry and Sol Stern, Jr.
Honey Stern and Moo Ma Wolfe
Brenda Schoenbrun
Garry Segal
by
Harrian B. and Stephen Stern

Irving Nathan Rothman
by
Andrea, Bob,
Danielle and Garrett Stoler

Judy Willow
Joe and Joyce Weitzen
Sam and Pearl Altman
Sam and Eleanor Sunshine
Rabbi Len Rosenthal
by
Rabbi Ari, Jennifer,
Jonah and Elana Sunshine

Isaac Teichman
Blima Teichman
Henry Kaufman
Ellen Z. Kaufman
by
Joanne and Charles Teichman

Rose Dubler Toback
Morris Rabinowitz
Laura Mintz Rabinowitz
Frank Toback
Mitchell Kasanof
by
Roberta and D. Stephen Toback

Evelyn and Jules Colton
Dale and Harold Topetz
Debbie Davis
by
Iris and Dennis Topetz

Inessa Naum Trosman
Roniya Illiya Vinnikov
by
Yana and Mike Trosman

Dora and Oscar Utay
Irwin Tracey
Jerry and Joan Lane
Rachel and Hyman Utay
Reuben Utay
Joey Lichtenstein
Kim Colen Koenigsberg
Alan Utay
Janeen Kelminson
Ira Tobolowsky
by
Eddie, Nanci and Justin Utay

Daniel Vaiser
David Greenberg
Toba Greenberg
Isaac Vaiser
Mindiea Vaiser
by
Rebecca and Albert Vaiser

Sally and Harry Veeder
Katie Jacobs
Pearl Warner
Ethel Wieder
by
Lee and Leon Veeder

Tina Borschow Novick
Paul Borschow
All our loving Grandparents
by
Sandra and David Veeder

Eva Hamori
Leslie Hamori
Benjamin Scott
Dorothy Scott
John Scott
Erwin Waldman
Maxine Waldman
Marvin Yarrin
Carol Gene Cohen
by
Natalie and Michael Waldman

Carol Gene Cohen
Rosa and Abraham Waldman
Rose and Maurice Polakoff
Syd and Jack Yarrin
Celia and Hyman Phillips
Maxine and Erwin Waldman
Marvin Yarrin
by
Jackie and Steve Waldman

Sadie and Willie Waldman
Rowena and Sam Weinstein
Robert Weinstein
Miriam Schlesinger
King Yee
Carol Ann Gould
by
Andrea and Loren Weinstein

Irina Isenstein
Sam Isenstein
Mildred Weinstein
Anna Weinstein
Sam Weinstein
by
Joanie and Dr. Shelly Weinstein
and Family

George Louis Fischl
Eula Coleman Fischl
by
Gail Fischl Weisblatt

Marta Kusic
Harry Weisbrot
Mary Evert Cornick
by
D.J. and Les Weisbrot

Thelma Reiss Gerson
Bernard A. Gerson
Dana Elizabeth Whitman
Jack Whitman
Augusta Rojak Whitman
by
Bonnie and Jeffrey Whitman

David A. Eastman
Abe Laves
Grace Laves
Isadore Wolchansky
Lee M. Wolchansky
Vera Wolchansky
by
Dorothy Wolchansky
Sara and Reuben Wolfson
Rebecca and Sidney Stone
by
Linda and Mike Wolfson

Ella and Wladislaw Makowski
Mildred and Hy Yuster
Dale Espinosa
by
Alan and Hadassah Yuster

Bessie and Irving Slutzky
Marion Zable
Joe Zable
Bernard Slutzky
Jerold Michaelson
Paul Michaelson
by
Vera and Norman Zable

Eugene Zale
Beth Kahn
Belle Silvergold Rose
by
Ethel Zale

Moishe Wosnick
Tamara Zeitman
Morris Zeitman
by
Paula and Henry Zeitman
and Family

In loving memory of
Miriam and Joseph Rothschild
Abby Rothschild
Rose and Jacob Zide
by
Riki and Michael Zide

Gladys and Max Golman
Sophie and Louie Zweig
Tillie and Edward E. Harmel
Frances Meyers Leff
Bette Rosin
by
Ida Ann and Harold Zweig

In loving memory of
Miriam and Joseph Rothschild
Abby Rothschild
Rose and Jacob Zide
by
Riki and Michael Zide

ז"כроון לברכה

May the memories of our loved ones be for a blessing

May the Lord bless you
and protect you.
May the Lord smile on you
and be gracious to you.
May the Lord show you favor
and give you peace.
(Numbers 6:24-26)